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ABSTRACT

This chapter reviews recent developments in modeling doses received by lung tissues, with

particular emphasis on application of ICRP's new dosimetric model of the respiratory tract for

extrapolating to other environments the established risks from exposure to radon progeny in

underground mines. Factors discussed include: (1) the influence of physical characteristics of

radon progeny aerosols on dose per unit exposure, e.g., the unattached fraction, and the activity-

size distributions of clustered and attached progeny; (2) the dependence of dose on breathing

rate, and on the exposed subject (man, woman or child); (3) the variability of dose per unit

exposure in a home when exposure is expressed in terms of potential c_ energy or radon gas

concentration; (4) the comparative dosimetry of thoron progeny; and (5) the effects of air-

cleaning on lung dose. Also discussed is the apparent discrepancy between lung cancer risk

estimates derived purely from dosimetry and the lung cancer incidence observed in the

epidemiological studies of radon-exposed underground miners. Application of ICRP's

recommended risk factors appears to ovestimate radon lung-cancer risk for miners by a factor

of three. "Normalization" of the calculated effective dose is therefore needed, at least for ct

dose from radon and thoron progeny, in order to obtain a realistic estimate of lung cancer risk.



INTRODUCTION

Exposure of uranium and other undergound miners to radon progeny (mainly in the 1950s and

1960s) has been shown to have caused more than 1,000 lung cancers (Lubin et al., 1994).

Based on these epidemiological studies, the ICRP has accordingly recommended in Publication

65 (ICRP, 1994a) a reasonably firm (rounded) estimate of the increased lifetime risk of lung

cancer of 3 10.4 per Working Level Month (WLM1). ICRP derived this value for their

"reference population" (a mixed population of smokers and nonsmokers) which has baseline

values of survival probability, and of age-specific lung cancer mortality rate averaged from the

populations of Japan, the United States, Puerto Rico, the United Kingdom and China (Land and

Sinclair, 1991). Strictly, the risk of 3 10.4per WLM applies for males exposed at a constant

rate over their working lifetime (from age 18 to 64 years), but for practical purposes ICRP

assumes that the same value applies for female workers.

On comparing the risk factor of 3 10.4per WLM of radon progeny exposure with the reference

risk factor for occupational exposure of 5.6 10.5per mSv of effective dose (ICRP, 1991), it is

seen that exposure to 1 WLM implies the same risk as 5 mSv of effective dose. ICRP (1994a)

uses this so-called "conversion convention" between radon progeny exposure and effective dose

to translate their basic recommendations on limiting annual exposure at work into practical limits

on radon progeny "exposure." Thus, the recommended dose limit of 20 mSv per year averaged

over a period of 5 years, with the proviso that the effective dose should not exceed 50 mSv in

any single year (ICRP, 1991), is translated into a radon progeny exposure limit of 4 WLM per

year averaged over 5 years and 10 WLM in a single year (ICRP, 1994a).

ICRP assumes that the risk factor of 3 10-4per WLM of radon progeny exposure also applies

for lifetime exposure in the home (ICRP, 1994a). Accordingly, the reference dosimetric risk

1One Working Level (WL) equals any combination of radon progeny in one liter of air
which results in the ultimate emission of 1.3 l0s MeV of energy from ct particles (termed
potential c_energy). The WLM is a time-integrated exposure and is the product of time, in units
of working months (taken to be 170 hours), and WL.
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factor for the general public of 7.3 10.5 per mSv of effective dose (ICRP, 1991) leads to a

somewhat lower "conversion convention" of approximately 4 mSv/WLM for exposure in the

home (ICRP, 1994a). Based on their judgement that the annual effective dose in a home should

not be higher than 3 - 10 mSv/y, ICRP then uses this conversion convention to derive

recommended values of annual exposure to radon progeny (or corresponding values of annual

exposure to radon gas) at which "action" should be taken to reduce exposure.

These recommendations in ICRP Publication 65 do not explicitly require tissue doses from

exposure to radon and its progeny to be evaluated. However, ICRP's assumption that the lung

cancer risk per unit exposure in a home is the same as that in an underground uranium in effect

implies that the equivalent doses to lung tissues are the same (per uo.it exposure). Likewise, by

setting exposure limits for occupational exposure that are based entirely on observations of lung

cancer incidence in underground uranium miners, it is implied that the dose per unit radon

progeny exposure in all workplaces is similar to that received historically in 1950s and 1960s

mines. The current role of internal ."dosimetry" in relation to protection against radon progeny

at home and at work is to determine the degree to which exposure standards based directly on

uranium miner epidemiology need to be modified to take account of different exposure

conditions (NRC, 1991).

This chapter briefly reviews recent developments in modeling doses received by lung tissues in

relation to: (1) the physical characteristics of radon progeny aerosols, e.g., unattached fraction,

and the activity-size distribution of attached progeny; (2) the dependence of dose per unit

exposure on breathing rate, and on the exposed subject (man, woman or child); and (3) the

variability of dose per unit exposure in a home (expressed in terms of both progeny and radon

gas concentrations). The new dosimetric model of the respiratory tract recommended by ICRP

in Publication 66 is used here to carry out these analyses.

In addition to providing practical insights that can be used for refining standards of protection

against radon progeny at home and at work, lung dosimetry is useful to:



[] derive limits for exposure to thoron progeny (for which there are no epidemiological

data);

o examine how well ICRP's recommended dosimetric risk factors, which are based on lung

cancer incidence in the Japanese atomic bomb survivors (ICRP, 1991) and fundamental

radiobiological assumptions, are able to predict the lung cancer incidence in uranium

miners that is caused by radon-progeny c_ irradiation; and

D evaluate the potential benefits of measures to reduce exposure to radon progeny, for

example, by air cleaning.

The implications of the new ICRP lung dosimetry with reference to these topics are also

discussed.

DEPENDENCE OF LUNG DOSE ON RADON PROGENY PARTICLE SIZE

Figure 1 shows the regionally apportioned lung dose for exposure to radon-progeny potential ct

energy, in mGy per Working Level Month (WLM), given as a function of particle size by the

new ICRP Publication 66 lung model. This so-called "dose conversion factor" (DCF) was

calculated for a resting adult male (with a characteristic breathing rate of 0.54 ma h-l). The

"regionally apportioned" lung dose is obtained by taking the average of the doses calculated for

the three sensitive regions of the lungs; the bronchial and bronchiolar epithelia, and the alveolar-

interstitial tissues• The figure compares this dose to the lungs as a whole with values modeled

previously for just bronchial epithelium (NRC 1991; N. H. Harley, personal communication

1991). For "unattached" radon progeny (which are actually progeny atoms associated with other

atoms or molecules to form a particle of about 0.001 #m in diameter), the regionally apportioned

lung dose is significantly lower than the values calculated for bronchial epithelium. However,

for progeny associated with larger "clusters" of molecules (of about 0.01/tm overall diameter),

and for progeny attached to particles up to about 1 #m in diameter, the regionally apportioned
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lung dose is similar to that calculated for bronchial epithelium. The calculated doses are

relatively independent of which dosimetric model is used.
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FIGURE 1. Dependence of dose per unit exposure (i.e., the dose conversion factor, DCF) on
dosimetry model and extent of target tissue considered, shown as a function of radon-progeny
particle diameter.
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FIGURE 2. Dependence of dose corwersion factors (DCFs) on the activity median diameter
of a radon-progeny aerosol.
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Whether in a mine or in a home, airborne radon progeny are carried by particles which vary

widely in size. The resulting dose per unit exposure then depends primarily on the "median"

size of the carrier particles; the geometric standard deviation in particle size, ag, usually

increases from about unity for "unattached" progeny of about 0.001/zm in diameter to about 2.5

for "attached" progeny aerosols• For these attached aerosols, the presence of particles

substantially smaller or larger than the median size has the effect of raising, the minimum value

of the DCF from about 2 mGy/WLM (Figure 1) to about 3 mGy/WLM, as shown in Figure 2.

DEPENDENCE ON BREATHING RATE

Figure 3 shows the degree to which the DCF depends on a subject's breathing rate. The ratios

of DCFs are calculated for an adult male as a function of the activity median diameter of the

radon progeny aerosol, for two different breathing rates, and shown normalized to the

corresponding values (unity) calculated for a "reference worker." The breathing rate of the

reference worker is taken to be 1.2 m3 h"t (ICRP, 1994b). The two breathing rates compared

in the figure are that appropriate for "heavy work," i.e., 1.7 m3h-1,and the "average at home"

which, including 8 hours of sleep, is taken to be 0.78 m3 h-t.

For "unattached" radon progeny (of diameter about 0.001 #m), the DCF is approximately

proportional to the breathing rate. For progeny "clusters" (of diameter on the order of 0.01/_m)

through "attached" progeny aerosols with activity median diameter up to about 0.1 #m, the DCF

is approximately proportional to the square root of the breathing rate. As the aerosol size

increases further, particularly for high breathing rates, the DCF changes more rapidly (again

approximately in proportion to the breathing rate again).
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FIGURE 3. Dependence of the DCF on breathing rate. The ratio of the DCF calculated for
two different levels of physical activity with respect to that calculated for a "reference worker"
is shown as a function of the activity median diameter of a radon progeny aerosol.

DEPENDENCE ON SUBJECT

Figure 4 compares DCFs calculated for women and children with that calculated for an adult

male, all as a function of the activity median diameter of radon progeny aerosols. In this figure,

the DCF calculated for each subject is shown as a multiple of the corresponding value calculated

for an adult male. For each subject, the average breathing rate for indoor exposure at home was

assumed. These values are: 0.78 m 3 h-x for the adult male; 0.69 m3 h-_ for the adult female,

and; 0.56, 0.32, 0.19 and 0.12 m3 h-_for children aged 10, 5 and 1 y, and 3 mo, respectively

(ICRP, 1994b). It is seen that the DCF differs only slightly between men, women and children,

at least down to the age of 10 y. In younger children, the DCF is substantially different from

that calculated for the adult male only for very small particles ("unattached" progeny) and for

"attached" progeny aerosols larger than about 0.3/zm in activity median diameter. At these
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extremes, the DCF calculated for young children is lower than that for older subjects (priraarily

because of the former group's higher nasal filtration efficiency). Clearly, therefore, young

children are not at greater risk than adults when exposed to radon in the home, at least in regard

to lung tissue dose rate.
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FIGURE 4. DCFs calculatedfor the lungs of various subjectsexposedto radon progeny in the
home, relative to that for an adult male.

COMPARISON OF THE DCF FOR A MINER AND A HOME-DWELLER

Figure 5 compares directly the DCF calculated as a function of particle diameter (or radon-

progeny aerosol activity median diameter) for an underground miner with that calculated for an

adult (male or female) exposed to radon progeny in the home. The breathing rate of the

underground miner is assumed to be 1.2 m 3 h"_ (ICRP, 1994a). Clearly, were the size

distribution of the radon progeny aerosol to be the same in a home as in a mine, the lung dose

per unit exposure would be lower in the home. However, the DCF varies with particle size by

rather more than an order of magnitude; from a maximum of about 60 mGy/WLM for a radon

8



progeny "cluster" aerosol in a mine, to a minimum of about 3 mGy/WLM for an "attached"

aerosol in the home with an activity median diameter of 0.4 #m. After growth in the respiratory

tract, the aerosol formed by cigarette smoke in room air could approach this latter extreme. For

both miners and home-dwellers, the DCF for "unattached" radon progeny is approximately

eightfold higher than the minimum DCF for "attached" aerosols.
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FIGURE 5. DCFs calculated for the lungs of an underground miner (as a function of radon-
progeny particle or aerosol size) compared to corresponding values calculated for a home-
dweller.
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Comparison of the overall DCF for radon progeny in a home with that for the uranium miners

exposed in the 1950s and 1960s (from whom the epidemiological estimate of lung-cancer risk

was largely derived) depends crucially on being able to characterize the radon-progeny activity

size distribution in both environments.

There are very few data available to define aerosol conditions in mines of the 1950s and 1960s

era. Thebest estimate that can be achieved at present is an intelligent "guess" that the
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unattached fraction was typically low (at about 1% of potential _ energy) and the activity median

diameter of the predominantly "attached" aerosol was about 0.25 _m or larger (NRC, 1991).

However, Figure 5 shows that the calculated DCF has a rather flat minimum, which extends

from about 0.2 - 0.5/_m activity median diameter. Therefore, provided that substantial fractions

of progeny "clusters" were not typically present in the mine air, a reasonably firm estimate of

the DCF can be made. The "best estimate" is 5.6 mGy/WLM, which includes 0.4 mGy/WLM

contributed by exposure to "unattached" progeny (Birchall and James, in press).

Substantially better information is becoming available on the activity size distribution of radon

progeny activity in homes (e.g., NRC, 1991; Tu et al., 1991; Wasiolek et al., 1992; Hopke et

al., 1993; Tu et al., 1994). The database does not yet include a representative cross-section of

U.S. homes, nor a systematic study of seasonal factors in different climatic regions. Rather, the

radon progeny aerosol has been studied in detail in a few individual homes, together with its

temporal variability. For example, Figure 6 shows the average distribution of radon-progeny

potential c_ energy in intervals of particle size obtained from many measurements over several

months in a home that was occupied normally (Wasiolek et al., 1992). On the average, about

8% of the potential c_ energy was present in the "unattached" state (with a median particle size

of about 0.9 nm). A similar total amount of potential c_energy was associated with ultrafine

progeny "clusters" (represented by the fractions measured in the particle size bins with median

diameters of 2.8 and 9 nm). The bulk of the potential o_ energy was associated with larger

particles of the "attached" mode, including the largest fraction in the 280-nm median diameter

size-bin. Figure 6 also shows the fractions of the overall lung dose that are calculated to arise

from the measured distribution of potential _ energy in the home studied. It is seen that almost

a quarter of the lung dose arises from exposure to "unattached" progeny, with a similar fraction

from progeny "clusters."

One of the three occupants of this home was a cigarette smoker. Similar results were obtained

in another home which housed a cigarette smoker. However, in a third home without cigarette

smokers, the fraction of potential ot energy associated with progeny "clusters" was on the

average about 50% higher, and the median particle size of the "attached" aerosol was smaller

10



(at about 0.1 tzm instead of 0.15 #m). Both of these factors point to a higher dose conversion

factor in homes without smokers.
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FIGURE 6. Fraction of potential c_ energy associated with different intervals of particle size
in a home (with one of three occupants a cigarette smoker), compared with the corresponding
fractionation of the dose conversion factor.

VARIABILITY OF DOSE PER UNIT EXPOSURE IN HOMES

Figure 7 shows the variability in the dose conversion factor with respect to exposure to potential

energy, denoted by DCF(PAE), observed in month-long studies in three different homes

(Wasiolek et el., 1992). The DCF(PAE) is here plotted as a function of the measured fraction

of potential a energy associated with particles smaller than 15 nm in diameter, denoted by

fp(15). This fraction, which could be termed the "ultrafine" fraction, includes both "unattached"

progeny and progeny "clusters." Clearly, characterizing the activity-size distribution by the

parameter fp(15) provides an accurate measure of the variability in DCF(PAE); the coefficient

11
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of determination, r2, is 0.9. In comparison, the classical "unattached fraction of potential a

energy," fp (where the particle size cut is taken to be 1.5 nm instead of 15 ran), is a much

weaker predictor of DCF(PAE); the corresponding value of rz based on the measurement of fp

i is only 0.16.

20

I I I I I I I

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0135 0.4
UltrafineFractionof PAEC,fp(15)

o #1(a):7.9_+0.9 o #1(b):7.9+_1.2 m #2:10.0+2.2 ,, #3:10.9±1.8

i FIGURE 7. Variability of the dose conversion factor with respect to potential c_-energy
e exposure, DCF(PAE), as a function of the ultraf'me fraction, fp(15), of the potential t_-energy
c concentration (PAEC). Values shown in the key are means + 1 standard deviation of individual

measurements made in 3 different normally occupied homes. Two separate studies were carried
c out in home #1.
.,u

q. .The data shown in Figure 7 illustrates several other important points:

r [] the dose conversion factor with respect to potential c_-energy exposure varies widely in

each home (by about a factor of three overall);

r [] the observations were highly repeatable in the home studied on two separate occasions

(home # 1); and
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[] the average value of the DCF(PAE) was substantially hi_er than the "best estimate" of

5.6 mGy/WLM discussed earlier in this chapter for an underground miner (by about 50%

in one home, and almost double in two other homes).

IMPLICATIONS FOR RISK PROJECTION

As mentioned above, it is not yet known how applicable the results of these very detailed studies

in three homes are for the housing stock of the United States as a whole (or for homes in other

countries). In particular, the observations of substantially higher DCF(PAE)s in homes

compared to the value estimated for an underground mine need to be confmaaed by studies in

a broader sample of different home types before f'trrner projections of risk from miners to the

general public can be made. Furthermore, the sophisticated measurement techniques needed to

detect the dosimetrically important ultrafine progeny "clusters" have only recently been

developed (Knutson et al., 1988; Holub et al., 1988; Tu and Knutson, 1988; Tu et al., 1991;

Ramamurthi and Hopke, 1991); comparable techniques were simply not available to characterize

the radon progeny aerosols in 1950s and 1960s mines. A recent reanalysis of the relatively few

measurements made in the 1970s in diesel-operated uranium mines has indicated that progeny

"clusters" were a major factor in increasing the DCF(PAE) to about 10 mGy/WLM (Knutson

and George, 1992). However, it is not known how applicable these data are to the different

conditions in the non-diesel operated mines of the 1950s and 1960s. It is possible that the

DCF(PAE) associated with radon-exposed miners could have been substantially higher than the

current estimate of about 6 mGy/WLM, but we cannot be certain without more specific

information. In view of the uncertainties attached to defining a "typical" DCF(PAE) for both

the historically exposed miners and for the population as a whole, the ICRP has adopted the

reasonable assumption of equality (ICRP, 1994a).

RELATING LUNG DOSE RATE TO RADON GAS CONCENTRATION

13



In practice, exposure to radon progeny in the home is controlled in terms of the measured

concentration of radon gas. Figure 8 shows the variability in the dose conversion factor with

respect to radon gas concentration, denoted by DCF(Rn), derived from the measurements by

Wasiolek et al. (1992) in the three homes studied in detail. The DCF(Rn) is here plotted as a

function of the measured radon progeny equilibrium factor, 2 F. Temporal variability in the

equilibrium factor accounts for less than half the observed overall variability in DCF(Rn); the

value of r2 is 0.45. The average value of F measured in these three homes was 0.5 (+ 0.13

temporal standard deviation). They were therefore "tighter," i.e., less leaky, than ICRP's

"reference" home, which is assumed to have an equilibrium factor of 0.4 (ICRP, 1994a). The

a,_erage value of DCF(Rn), i.e., the calculated average dose rate to the lungs as a whole per unit

radon gas concentration, was approximately 50/_Gy/y per Bq(Rn) m3. This value is similar to

the 40 /_Gy/y per Bq(Rn) m -3 estimated previously for bronchial epithelium, based on

comparatively primitive data (James et al., 1988).

In each of the homes studied, the temporal variability in DCF(Rn) was approximately a factor

of three. This is similar to the variability in the dose conversion factor, DCF(PAE), with

respect to potential a-energy exposure discussed above. One could infer, therefore, that a

measurement of the concentration of radon gas is as good an estimator of lung dose rate as a

measurement of potential a-energy concentration (PAEC). Furthermore, simple devices (passive

radon detectors) enable measurements of the radon gas concentration in a home to be extended

over many months.

2The equilibrium factor, F, is the ratio of the equilibrium equivalent concentration, c_q, to
the radon gas concentration, where c_ is the activity concentration of radon, in equilibrium with
its short-lived progeny which would have the same potential a energy concentration (PAEC) as
the existing non-equilibrium mixture.

t
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FIGURE 8. Variability of the dose conversion factor with respect to radon gas concentration
DCF(Rn), shown as a function of the measured radon progeny equilibrium factor, F. Values
shown in the key are means :k 1 standard deviation of individual measurements of DCF(Rn)
made in the homes referred to in Figure 7.

Figure 9 shows that temporal variability of the dose rate with respect to radon gas concentration,

DCFfRn), is not closely related to the radon progeny activity-size distribution [as represented

by the ultraf'me fraction of potential a-energy concentration, fp(15)]. The coefficient of

determination, r2, is 0.27. Thus, in a particular home, variability in the equilibrium factor, F,

seems to have a greater impact on DCF(Rn) than variability in the size distribution of the radon

progeny aerosol. Overall, however, characterization of the radon progeny aerosol for a broader,

more representative sample of the U.S. housing stock is still needed to define a "typical" value

of the dose conversion factor with respect to radon gas concentration, its variability between

different types of home, and between the homes of nonsmokers and smokers. Since the

equilibrium factor of about 0.5 found by Wasiolek et al. (1992) in the three homes studied in

detail is significantly higher than the value of 0.4 considered to be "typical" (ICRP, 1994a), then

the "typical" values of DCF(Rn) could well be lower than the approximately 55 /zGy/y per

15
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Bq(Rn) m -3derived here for one "nonsmoker" home and about 45/_Gy/y per Bq(Rn) m-3for the

two "smoker" homes.
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FIGURE 9. Variability of the doseconversionfactor with respectto radon gas concentration

DCF(Rn), shown as a function of the measured ultraf'me fraction, fp(15), of the potential c_-
energy concentration (PAEC).

LUNG DOSE PER UNIT EXPOSURE TO THORON PROGENY

Figure 10 compares the lung dose per unit potential o_-energy exposure, DCF(PAE), calculated

for thoron progeny (as a function of aerosol activity median diameter) with that calculated for

radon progeny. The values shown relate to a "reference worker," with an average breathing rate

of 1.2 m3 h-_. It is seen that DCF(PAE) is substantially lower for thoron progeny; the ratio is

a little over one-third for corresponding activity median diameter. The smaller DCF(PAE)for

thoron progeny arises primarily because a large fraction of the deposited progeny are cleared
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from the bronchi and bronchioles before the czdecays of 212Bi and 212po occur; almost all of the

potential c_ energy is carried by 212pb which has a half-life of 10.6 h and is a/3 emitter.
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of the doseconversionfactor [DCF(PAE)] with respectto potential
ix-energy exposure for thoron progeny with that for radon progeny. The curves relate to a
"reference worker" (average breathing rate 1.2 m3 hl).

Limits for exposure to thoron progeny, for both occupational and domestic settings, can be

derived in relation to those recommended for radon progeny by comparing the DCF(PAE);

although knowledge of the "typical" aerosol characteristics of thoron progeny is even more

limited than that for radon progeny (Tu et al., 1994). In general, however, it can probably be

assumed that the "ultraf'me" fraction of potential cz-energy is lower than that for radon progeny

under the same environmental conditions.

Other organs of the body receive a more significant dose per unit exposure from thoron progeny

than from radon and its progeny. However, the contribution to effective dose (primarily from
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the bone surfaces and red bone marrov,j is still small in comparison to that from the lungs; the

additional contribution is only about 5% (James, 1992).

EXAMINATION OF EFFECTIVE DOSE FOR URANIUM MINERS

Uncertainty analysis

Birchall and James (in press) carried out a detailed examination of the underlying

assumptions made in evaluating the effective dose for uranium miners using the new ICRP

respiratory tract model. They estimated the magnitude of uncertainty or variability in key

parameters of the model, and represented the probability of each parameter value by a

rectangular, normal, or lognormal distribution, as appropriate. In this way, uncertainties

were quantified both in environmental parameters (e.g., radon-progeny activity-size

distribution and degree of hygroscopic particle growth) and in respiratory tract model

parameters (e.g., breathing rate, regional particle deposition, mucous thickness, depth of

target cells, and the apportionment of radiation detriment between secretory or basal cells in

bronchial epithelium and between the bronchial, bronchiolar, and alveolar-interstitial regions

of the lungs).

Figure 11 shows the results of performing Latin Hypercube analyses of the frequency

distribution of calculated effective dose per unit exposure (EIPr,,expressed in mSv/WLM) for

a uranium miner when the dosimetric modeling parameters were selected at random from

their respective likelihood distributions. Two frequency distributions were studied: (a) that

centered on ICRP's recommended regional apportionment of radiation detriment equally

between bronchial, bronchiolar, and alveolar-interstitial target cells (ICRP, 1994b), and (b)

that centered on the estimated baseline regional distribution of spontaneous (non-radon

induced) lung cancers in the general population. For comparison, Figure 11 also shows the

current "best estimate" of 5 mSv/WLM, which is recommended by ICRP (1994a) as being

equivalent to the projected lifetime lung-cancer risk from occupational exposure to radon
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progeny based on the uranium mbler epidemiologic data. It is seen that the overall

likelihood of a risk coefficient < 5 mSv/WLM being obtained from the recommended

methods of lung dosimetry is on the order of 1%. In fact, calculated DCFs in this range are

found to arise only from extreme values (or unlikely combinations) of input parameters.

0.15
5 rnSv/WLM

.o.,., Ret_ional Apportionment= 0.1
e_

= I /t
•,.,_ _/.__- 0.333 : 0.333 : 0.3330.60 : 0.30 : 0.10

t-
O
= 0.05o"

U..

/ _'_=_\
0 _ ..... I ' I ' I ' I f I -- , I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
EffectiveDoseperUnitExposure

FIGURE 11. Frequency distribution of effective dose per unit exposure (E/Pp) generated by
varying all parameters and assumptions in the dosimetry calculation. Distributions are shown
separately for regional apportionments centered on the ICRP recommendation of
0.333:0.333:0.333, and regional apportionment inferred from natural lung-cancer incidence.

Implications for u-emitter risk-weighting factors

In the above analysis, no attempt was made to examine the uncertainties in each of ICRP's

recommended dosimetric risk-weighting factors, which are also required to specify the

effective dose. These additional parameters are: (1) the radiation weighting factor, wR, of 20

for alpha particles; (2) the tissue weighting factor, wr. of 0.12 for the lungs; (3) the total

detriment coefficient at high dose rate, DEn, of 0.112 per Sv (based on the Japanese atomic

bomb-survivor studies); and (4) the dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor, DDREF, of 2
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(assumed to apply for all exposures at moderate or low dose rates). The recommended

values were used to calculate the distributions of E/Pr, shown ill Figure 11.

For ICRP's recommended equal apportionment of radiation detriment between bronchial,

bronchiolar, and alveolar-interstitial tissues, the arithmetic mean of calculated E/Pr, is found

to be 17.2 mSv/WLM. However, the direct combination of central estimates of each of the

input dosimetric parameters gives a lower modal estimate for E/Pr, of 13.4 mSv/WLM. It is

reasonable to take an intermediate rounded value of approximately 15 mSv/WLM to be the

"best estimate" of the DCF for uranium miners based on ICRP's forthcoming dosimetric

recommendations. The corresponding lifetime risk coefficient for exposure of a uranium

miner that is implied by I-CR.P'sdosimetric methodology is therefore 8.4 104 per WLM.

However, the recommended value of the risk coefficient estimated directly from

epidemiology of uranium miners is only 2.8 104 per WLM (ICRP, 1994a). In other words,

use of ICRP's dosimetric risk-weighting factors would seem to result in an overestimate of

the observed risk of lung cancer from occupational radon-progeny exposure by a factor of

three.

It is useful to consider the excess lifetime risk of lung cancer directly in terms of the lung

dose, i.e., the absorbed dose that has been adjusted by the regional weighting factors,

together with a composite risk factor, fl = wrlu"_w_ DEn / DDREF (Birchall and James, in

press). If the ICRP recommended values for each of the primary risk-weighting factors are

used, then the value of fJ is 0.1344 Gy-1. However, if the epidemiologic risk estimate of 2.8

104 is taken, together with the best estimate of EIPr, of 15 mSv/WI.aM, i.e., a regionally

weighted lung dose of 6.25 mGy/WLM, then this implies a value of fl of approximately 0.05

Gy-1. Furthermore, if this implication is accepted for radon-progeny exposure, and there is

no reason to suppose that fl is specific to radon progeny, then:
/

rn the risk factor fl = 0.05 Gy_ should also apply for any alpha-emitting radionuclide in

the lungs.
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Normalization of calculated effective dose

An alternative method of basing the lung cancer risk estimate directly on calculated lung dose

(using the ICRP respiratory tract model) and yet avoiding the threefold overestimation

introduced by applying the currently recommended dosimetric risk factors wotlld be to

introduce a dimensionless "normalization" factor. Based on the comparison of "dosimetric"

and "epidemiologic" risk estimates for underground miners, the "normalization" factor

should have the rounded value of 0.3.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF AIR CLEANING

To conclude this chapter, I will illustrate the application of lung dosimetry to examine the

degree to which changing the atmospheric composition and concentrations of radon progeny

can affect lung dose and thus lung cancer risk. I will take as my database the study by

Hopke et al. (1993) of the effects of three different types of air cleaner on the radon progeny

aerosol concentration and activity-size distribution when operated in a normally-occupied

home.

Figure 12 shows the effects of the three air cleaners on the DCF(Rn) calculated with respect

to the radon gas concentration. The DCF(Rn) considered here is the effective dose rate per

unit radon gas concentration, where the "normalization" factor of 0.3 discussed above has

been applied to the calculated equivalent lung dose. The devices tested were (1) the NO-

RAD air ionizer system, with a 2.8 m3 rain_ fan (Moeller et al., 1988); (2) an electronic

(electrostatic) air cleaner, with a 3.9 m3 mint fan; and (3) a high-efficiency room air filter,

operated at a filtration rate of either 4.3 or 2.3 m3min_.
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FIGURE 12. Cumulative frequency distribution (grouped data) of the conversion factor,
DCF(Rn), with respect to radon gas concentration, showing the effects of operating three
different types of air cleaner. The measurements were made in home #3 for which other
data were shown in Figures 7-9. The values shown in the legend are means + 95%
confidence intervals.

On the average, the DCF(Rn) was reduced from the value of 39 #Sv/y per Bq(222Rn)/m3 in

the absence of air cleaning, to 33 #Sv/y per Bq(_2Rn)/m3 by the ionizer/fan device, 22/_Sv/y

per Bq(222Rn)/m3by the electronic air cleaner, and 13 /zSv/y per Rq(222Rn)/m3 by high-

efficiency filtration. The effects of these devices on "unattached" progeny, progeny

"clusters," and progeny "attached" to larger airborne particles were found to be quite

different (for discussion see Hopke et al., 1993; James et al., 1994). Therefore, both the

relative and absolute effectiveness of these air cleaners for dose reduction in a particular

home environment will depend on the distribution of PAEC between unattached, clustered,

and attached radon progeny. In the home studied here, the relatively high proportion of

PAEC normally present in the form of progeny clusters (13%) was an important factor in

achieving a threefold dose reduction by high-efficiency filtration; this technique was effective

at removing clustered as well as attached progeny.
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